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What is BBC micro:bit?
• A pocket-sized codeable computer

• It has 25 red LEDs that can light up, flash messages, 
create games, and invent digital stories!

• Two programmable buttons. You can use the micro:bit 
as a games controller, and even pause or skip songs on 
a playlist!



What is BBC micro:bit?
• It has an on-board motion detector (accelerometer) 

that can detect movement and tell other devices you’re 
on the go. You can light it up when something is moved, 
and use it for motion-activated games.

• The built-in compass (magnetometer) helps to sense 
which direction you’re facing, your movement in 
degrees, and where you are.

• Bluetooth can connect it to the internet, your friends’ 
micro:bits, phones, tablets, cameras. You can share 
creations, join forces, take a selfie or control a TV.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wuza5WXiMkc


First go to https://makecode.microbit.org

https://makecode.microbit.org


Make this code to show the creeper 
face.

Click the run (play) button and the 
virtual micro:bit should display the 
creeper face as so

Minecraft Creeper Face



1st micro:bit 
challenge

2nd micro:bit 
challenge

3rd micro:bit 
challenge



Right Click on the file and 
Send to > MICROBIT



Micro:bit Challenge – Mood badge 
Difficulty Level 1

Display a welcome message when switched on/reset
Display a happy/positive image when button A is pressed
Display a sad/negative image when button B is pressed

Additional challenges

Reset the image to neutral when the micro:bit is shaken

Animate the images so they alternate between happy and neutral several times



Micro:bit Challenge
Mood badge answers



Micro:bit Challenge – Dice
Difficulty Level 2

The aim of this project is to make a dice on the Micro:Bit, using the onboard LEDs. 
The user should be able to shake the Micro:Bit to generate a new dice face.

Variables Needed in Project

● randomNumber - stores a random number between 0 and 5. Used to simulate 
the dice face number.



Step 1 - Pick Random Number

The first step to making our dice is to generate a random number when the 
Micro:Bit is shaken. 

Tasks

1. Make a variable called “Number” (or call it whatever else you want).
2. Copy the code blocks below.

Notice how you are getting a random number between 0 and 5. This is because 
computers usually start counting from zero, not one.



Draw Dice Face

Now we are going to draw the dice face, rather than just show the number. This will 
be done by using conditional statements. For example, IF the random number = 
0, then draw one dot, ELSE IF the random number = 1, then draw 2 dots, etc.

Tasks

1. Remove the “show number” code block.
2. Use conditional statements (“if then” code blocks) to draw each of the six dice 

faces. See the example images of the dice faces below.



Extra Tasks

1. Design a loading screen that will show multiple dice faces before it finally 
lands on the chosen dice face after the Micro:Bit has been shaken.

2. Change your code to make a Magic Eight Ball. The player will ask a question, 
shake the Micro:Bit and be given a randomly chosen response to the question. 
Look this up on Google if you are still unsure what a Magic Eight Ball is.

Ensure that you have at least five responses that can be 
shown to the player eg Go for it, Bad idea etc.



Micro:bit Challenge – Rock Paper Scissors
Difficulty Level 2 
In a new project, create three Show LEDs that represent a 
rock, paper and scissors

Rock          Paper          Scissors



Paper 
Wins

Rock
Wins

Scissors
Win

It’s a draw if both players choose the 
same! 

In pairs, play now – best of 3!



Extension 1:
Can you code button A 
to act as a score board?

Extension 2:
Can you code button B 

to deduct points?

Use your hand 
out to create 

this code

Extension 2:
Solution coming in 7 

minutes

Extension 1:
Solution coming in 5 

minutes



Extension 1:
Can you code button A 
to act as a score board?

Extension 2:
Can you code button B 

to deduct points?

Use your hand 
out to create 

this code

Extension 2:
Solution coming in 2 

minutes



Extension 1:
Can you code button A 
to act as a score board?

Extension 2:
Can you code button B 

to deduct points?

Use your hand 
out to create 

this code



Higher or Lower Micro:Bit Project
Difficulty Level 3

Higher or Lower is game where the player is 
presented with an initial number between 0 and 100. 
After seeing this number they must guess whether or 
not the next number will be higher or lower. If they 
guess correct then their score will increase and they must make another guess 
using the new random number that was generated from their previous guess. If 
they guess incorrectly then the game is over.



Higher or Lower Micro:Bit Project
Difficulty Level 2

Variables Needed in Project

● Game Over - boolean (true/false) that is used 
to run the game when it is false. If it is true then 
the game will end.

● Score - stores the score that the player has obtained.
● Random Number - stores a random number between 0 and 100. Used to 

display the number that the user will see so that they can make the decision to
       go higher or lower.
● New Number - stores a random number between 0 and 100. Used to generate 

a new  random number to be compared against the “Random Number” 
variable.



Step One - Generate a Random Number

The first step will be to generate an initial random number that the player will use to 
make their first guess.

The code above will do the following when the Micro:Bit starts up.:

● Generate a random number and store it in the “Random Number” variable.
● Set the “Stop Game” boolean variable equal to false so the game will run.

Tasks

1. Make the variables - Game Over, Score, Random Number, New Number
2. Copy the code blocks that can be seen above.



Main Game Loop
This section of the game will simply show the current random number to the user, 
repeatedly, until our “Game Over” boolean becomes true (meaning we have lost 
the game). 

Below you will find the pseudocode needed to produce the actual code blocks for 
this section. Pseudocode is a high level description of how the code should be 
structured, without using the proper syntax of the language that is being used.





Guess Higher Number
The final step is to allow the player to make the decision that the next guess will be 
higher. I’m sure you will be able to work that one out yourself...

Tasks

1. Write the code blocks that will make the decision that the next guess will be 
higher if the B button is pressed.

2. Download the code.






